Turnout
Plan
Let consistency and common sense rule
how you select and use turnout blankets
on your horse this winter.
Article by CHRISTINE HAMILTON
Photography by ROSS HECOX

Rancher and horseman Tripp
Townsend of Earth, Texas, uses a
1600-denier turnout blanket from
Weatherbeeta to keep a slick coat
on his ranch horses that also
compete in winter months.
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here’s at least one horseman in the Texas Panhandle
who’ll say that blanketing a turned-out ranch horse is a hassle that
adds to daily chores. And he’ll also say that it is a necessity.
Rancher Tripp Townsend of Sandhill Cattle Company in Earth,
Texas, prepares horses every year to compete in winter stock horse
events and American Quarter Horse Association shows in Amarillo
and Fort Worth, Texas, and for winter and early spring ranch horse
sales. He’s learned that a slicked-off ranch horse stands out in a sale ring, and he likes to
present a well-groomed horse to a judge.
In October, he starts to blanket
horses—“no more horses than I have
to”—initially only at night and then all day
as winter deepens.
“The variance in our weather makes it
tough,” Townsend says. “It can be a nice,
sunny 50 or 60 degrees [Fahrenheit] one
day, and then 10 below zero with the wind
blowing 40 miles per hour the next. I put
blankets on every night and have to
decide during the day what the weather’s
going to do as to when to take them off.”
Luke Bass, DVM, of Colorado State
University in Fort Collins, Colorado, says
Townsend is doing everything right when
it comes to blanketing his horses. For one
thing, he has a good reason to blanket,
and for another, he’s consistent with how
he does it.
“Remember, a horse has a great ability
to thermoregulate—regulate its temperature—all by itself,” Bass says. “When
deciding whether to blanket a horse for
the winter, the first things to ask are:
What’s the horse’s function, what is its
nutrition, and what is its environment?”
If horses have a good haircoat and
body condition for the winter where they
live, receive good nutrition (especially
forage) and water, and have at least a
windbreak shelter, he says, most don’t
need blanketing.
The best reasons to blanket are when
that ability to thermoregulate needs help.
That can happen with a sudden environmental change—such as moving from
Florida to New York in mid-winter or
facing a sudden ice storm in normally
warm country—where the horse can’t
acclimate to new conditions; or when its
haircoat needs to be kept short through
the winter months.
“A horse that continues to perform or
show through the winter has a hard time
cooling down if it has a thick hair coat,”
Bass explains. “You can body-clip a horse
to help with that, and in that case it will
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need a blanket. Or you can blanket a
horse throughout the fall and winter to
keep the haircoat thin.”
In blanketing, he cautions against two
common mistakes, especially in blanketing horses that are turned out.
“You have to regularly check the health
of your horse underneath the blanket,” he
says. “The blanket can cover up things like
cuts or weight loss.
“And you have to watch for temperature spikes, especially if you live in a
climate that changes a lot. You don’t want
to risk a horse getting too hot under a
heavy blanket because the temperature
jumps 40 degrees while you are at work.
You have to be able to pull or change blankets when necessary.”
He emphasizes that blanketing
decisions are “really common sense.”
“If a horse is going to have its thermoregulation altered, use a blanket;
otherwise, they can take care of themselves,” Bass says. “And consistency from
the start of the season to the end is key. If
you begin the fall with a blanketing
practice, you must continue with it.”

The Right Choice

To get advice on selecting the right winter
turnout blanket, we talked with Tegan Still,
manager of research and development for
Equibrand’s Classic Equine in Granbury,
Texas; Jill Romask, horsewear merchandise
manager for Schneiders Saddlery in
Chagrin Falls, Ohio; and Diane Whitaker of
Calgary, Alberta, Horseware Ireland’s sales
representative for Canada.
They all stress that a turnout blanket
can double as a stable blanket, but a
stable blanket is not made for turnout.
A stable blanket is designed for a horse
housed in a stall—the horse has shelter,
so the blanket doesn’t need to be
waterproof; its movement is limited;
and it’s not with other horses that
might chew on the blanket. A turnout
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blanket is built for a horse turned out as
many as 12 to 24 hours a day.
“I think turnouts are the hardest to
navigate through as a horse owner
because there is so much environmental
variability,” Romask says. “There aren’t
too many difficult features to get
through on a stable blanket because they
should only be used in a controlled barn
environment. A turnout has outside
forces in play with wind, rain, snow, cold
and the abuse they take.”
The turnout’s biggest job is to keep
your horse warm and protected in its
environment. With that in mind, ask
yourself the following questions before
you buy:
Is the turnout versatile? “Get a
turnout that will best suit the temperature range in your location throughout
the winter,” Romask says.
A blanket’s warmth is gauged by the
thickness of its insulating fiberfill,
measured in gram weight. Depending on
the manufacturer, a lightweight blanket
could have a fill of less than 100 grams, a
midweight could range from 100 to 200
grams, and a heavyweight is typically
from 300 to 400 grams.
A company’s representative can help
you match their turnout blanket weights
to your location and your horse. Horseware even has a mobile app that aids in
turnout selection.
Think in terms of getting a turnout that
can be versatile in its weight. You must
plan for temperature fluctuations, and
purchasing the warmest weight for your
region might reduce a turnout’s versatility.
“You don’t want to overheat a horse by
blanketing too heavily, or pick one that
isn’t warm enough,” Romask says. “You
can get horses sick by getting them too
hot or too cold.”
Companies offer a variety of options to
help a turnout’s versatility, from product
lines with easy layering options to
turnouts with liners of different weights,
like Horseware’s Rambo Duo; or turnouts
with a moisture-wicking layer designed to
manage and prevent sweating, such as
Schneiders’ Tekno-Dri layer.
Like Townsend, your best plan might
be to pay attention and pull turnouts
when there’s a temperature spike.
And don’t forget that your horse is an
individual, Whitaker stresses.
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“People always ask me, ‘What
temperature does this blanket go to?’ ”
she says. “But you cannot really just go
by that in selecting a blanket for your
horse or a coat for yourself. I am a warm
body, but a friend of mine is freezing cold
all the time—we need different coats for
the same temperature. It’s the same with
the horse.”

A good turnout’s features (regardless of weight) should include a high-denier fabric that is
waterproof, a tail flap, and design features that allow freedom of movement and comfortable
fit. Classic Equine’s lightweight Windbreaker turnout has a 1200-denier rip-stop outer shell that
is waterproof and breathable, with shoulder gussets and a nylon lining throughout. It includes a
reflective safety strip.

Get a turnout that best suits the temperature range in your region. Schneiders’ StormShield
V-Free Regulator turnout comes in a lightweight (80 grams), midweight (220 grams) or
heavyweight (380 grams) fill. This 1680-denier turnout includes a Tekno-Dri layer to wick
moisture away from your horse.

A hood completes the work of a heavyweight turnout. Horseware’s Rambo Duo Turnout comes
in 1000-denier ballistic nylon that is breathable and waterproof. Its outer shell has a 100-gram fill
and comes with a 300-gram removable liner, making it versatile in a wide range of temperatures.
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Is it breathable? Something that is
waterproof must have breathability,
Whitaker says. This is especially important in very cold but humid areas such as
British Columbia or Ontario, or similar
locations in the United States.
“We’ve all had that miserable experience of wearing a raincoat that is
waterproof but it feels like you’re wearing
a garbage bag and it’s hot underneath,”
she says. “If that happens with a horse
blanket, in the right conditions [such as
the horse sweating underneath] that
blanket will freeze.”
Is it durable? “You want nothing less
than rip-stop material in a turnout,” Still
says. “Something that will stand up to
them rubbing or rolling and all the other
things horses do to tear things up.”
A turnout’s durability is described in
terms of its “denier.” Denier is a textile
measurement that indicates the thickness
of the individual fibers or threads in a
fabric. The higher the denier, the more
sturdy the material. Some fabrics are
more durable than others, too; a 1000
denier in ballistic nylon could be stronger
than a higher denier in another fabric.
“A 600 denier polyester is one of the
lighter-weight materials you’d build a
turnout from,” Romask says. “That’s not
going to stand up to heavy play and is
usually more of an economy blanket
made to last just one season.
“The 1200 denier nylon or polyester—
nylon is stronger—is pretty standard for
turnouts and is the most widely used
across the industry. It’s very durable and
stands up to pretty good horseplay. A 1680
denier nylon is extremely durable. If you
have a horse in a big group situation, or
with horses that like to pick on others, or
that’s out in a heavily wooded or brushy
area, this is ideal.”
Blankets of all weights come in
different deniers, meaning you can buy
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a lightweight sheet made of a highdenier material, such as Classic
Equine’s Windbreaker.

Design Elements

Because a turnout blanket is worn
outside for long periods of time, it
typically has additional design elements
that set it apart. Turnouts should offer
the following:
Waterproofing. Material used for
turnouts is waterproofed during the
manufacturing process, and other design
elements can help keep the rain out.
“Some blankets have a seam down
the back and some don’t—it’s just
different options in fit and design,” Still
says. “Blankets that don’t have a seam
don’t risk leakage if it rains. If they do
have a back seam, make sure it’s really
well-stitched in construction and finish,
and sealed.”
Look for a tail flap in a turnout,
too—that also keeps rain out.
However, waterproofing doesn’t last
forever. Many blanket companies provide
re-waterproofing services and/or offer
products to allow you to do it yourself.
“There are over-the-counter re-waterproofing products, but they are usually a
temporary fix,” Romask says. “You’ll have
to keep reapplying it.”
Freedom of movement. Design
elements such as shoulder gussets and leg
arches allow a horse to move freely.
“This is especially important with a
turnout because the horse will move
around a lot more than a stabled horse,”
Still says.
Turnouts often offer additional belly
straps to accommodate the horse’s
increased movement. Horseware uses
three surcingles at the belly, and instead
of leg straps the blankets have a strap
that goes under the tail to keep the
turnout in place.
Decreased pressure points. Turnouts
should be constructed to reduce pressure
points that could rub or cause discomfort.
“Make sure the shoulder area is lined
on the inside, like with a sateen material;
that’ll help prevent your horse being
rubbed,” Still says. “Our blankets are lined
throughout.”
Features such as a secure binding
around the blanket’s edges also help
prevent rubbing.
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Different designs can meet the same purposes in fit and waterproofing. On the left, a tightly
sewn and sealed back seam prevents leaking with a shaped hip for improved fit; on the right,
a seamless back with darts at the rump does the same.

Belly closures come in all varieties, from double straps to belly flaps. Horseware’s design
has a three-surcingle closure that negates the need for leg straps. It also has an emergency
breakway feature.

The V-Free wither relief design in Schneiders’ turnouts offers pressure-point relief at the
withers and reduces mane rubbing.
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Front closures come in a variety of styles, such as Horseware’s options (left), including this V-Front closure designed to give freedom of movement
to graze, and those on Classic Equine turnouts (right) with Velcro and snap combinations that allow for adjustable fit.

The withers are a major pressure
point, and many turnouts have a fleece
withers pad to help alleviate that
pressure. Schneiders’ blankets have a
“V-Free” tented panel over the withers
to reduce pressure.
“If you see white marks over a
horse’s withers, something rubbed
them there and it’s usually a blanket,”
Romask says.

Horseware offers a V-front closure at
the chest designed to decrease pressure
on a horse’s neck as it grazes.

Good Fit

Even the right blanket won’t be right if it
doesn’t fit properly.
“If you have a horse that pins its ears
when you put the blanket on, or has more
of a tendency to rub against a fence or

Blanket Care

A turnout blanket is an investment for your horse, and taking
good care of it will make it last longer. Here are some rules to
live by in maintaining your turnout.
Don’t use laundry detergent. “Regular clothing laundry
detergents are too harsh for the waterproofing material in a
turnout,” Romask says. “It will strip the waterproofing within
the first use.”
Use a blanket wash made for waterproof items; Schneiders
offers its own blanket wash.
If you use a service to wash your blankets, Whitaker adds,
make sure they use a cleaner that protects the waterproofing.
Protect your straps. Be sure to connect your straps before
washing, Romask says. Many blankets are designed so that
belly and/or leg straps can be removed for washing.
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walls, or roll more when the blanket is on,
it’s probably a fit issue,” Romask says.
“There is something uncomfortable
where the blanket is not fitting them right
and they’re trying to move it around.”
Sizing a blanket correctly is important.
“Too small is a bigger problem than
too large, for the most part,” Still adds.
“One that is too large might look a
little baggy, but it generally won’t

Line dry. If you use a dryer, use low settings, Romask says, it’s
easy to damage the blanket if it gets too hot. Line drying is best.
Wash once a year. Limiting washes will help maintain the
turnout and preserve its waterproofing.
Store it dry and sealed. “Keep your turnout in a dry place,
in a sealed bag, but not where it’s going to be moist and
humid,” Romask says.
Take time to inspect. “When you pull your blankets out to
start getting them ready to use, it pays to turn them inside out
and check that the lining’s not torn and the straps are in good
shape,” Still says. “Often services that wash them will also
repair them. They might be able to replace straps or patch a
tear and make that blanket last another season.
“Eventually, you will have to get a new one. It’s like changing
your socks after you have too many holes.”
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Look for features like extended gussets and leg arches that help with
freedom of movement, especially in the shoulder. Schneiders’ turnouts
offer an Adjust-Fit tab at the neck and high shoulder gussets.

inhibit the horse much. But get one
that’s too small and you’ll end up with
rub marks on the shoulders and things
like that. It can be very uncomfortable
for the horse.”
Ultimately, our sources agree that
you get what you pay for when buying
a turnout.
“Oftentimes people want to cheap
out on a turnout, and it is not worth
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Many turnouts have removable leg and/or belly straps that are easy
to wash and replace if necessary, like those on the Classic Equine
Windbreaker blanket.

your while to do that,” Whitaker says.
“You’ll have to replace it more often.”
The most important thing is to buy
the best turnout blanket for your
horse and your setup. For Townsend,
that’s one that will withstand his
herd. An easily destroyed blanket
makes going to the trouble of
blanketing all the more frustrating
for him.
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“I get the toughest blanket I can
afford,” he says. “When they’re out
during the day, biting one another and
such, I’ve gotten along well with those
1600 [denier] blankets. They haven’t
torn them up much.”
CHRISTINE HAMILTON is editor of Western
Horseman. Send comments on this story to
edit@westernhorseman.com.
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